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Imaging Surface Atomic Structure
Means of Auger Electrons

by
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limited data, these variations have been mistakenly attributed to
anisotropic emission from individual atoms, to diffraction, to multiple scattering or to a combination of these effects (5-20). In an effort
to more clearly understand the nature of Auger electron angular
distributions, we designed and constructed instrumentation capable
of measuring Auger emission over the full range of angles above a
solid surface. The resulting observations reveal that the measured
angular distribution contains the "silhouettes" of near-surface atoms
"back lit" by Auger emission originating from atoms deeper in the
solid.
Theoretical simulations based upon isotropic Auger electron
emission from atomic point-emitters and scattering by spherical
atomic scatters of uniform cross section are in close agreement with
the measured angular distributions. Best agreement occurred when
the radii of the scatterers were taken to be 60 to 90 percent of their
atomic radii, and the scatterers were 40 percent transparent.
Other mechanisms, such as anisotropic emission, diffraction, or
multiple scattering, are not needed to explain the observed results.
These experimental and theoretical findings reveal the potential
usefulness of such measurements, which we have termed "angular
distribution Auger microscopy" (ADAM), as a tool for imaging
atomic and molecular structure at interfaces, as well as a means by
which to study the interaction of electrons with matter.
XCITATION OF AN ATOM, SUCH AS BY A FAST-MOVING
Measurement of Auger electron angular distributions. The
electron or x-ray, can result in the removal of a core electron,
followed by a relaxation process in which an outer electron experimental apparatus employed for ADAM is illustrated in Fig.
fills the core vacancy and a third electron, an "Auger electron," is lA (21). The measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
ejected from the atom. Auger electrons were first recognized by chamber operated at a pressure below 10-7 pascal (10-12 atm) to
Pierre Auger in cloud chamber experiments (1), and were found to preserve sample cleanliness and to permit the unobstructed travel of
have discrete energies characteristic of the emitting elements. Auger electrons. To stimulate Auger emission, a 3-mm2 portion of the
electron spectroscopy has since found wide application for elemental sample was irradiated with a 4-,A electron beam at 2000-eV kinetic
identification and analysis (2). In the course of that work, Auger energy, impinging on the [111] plane at 79° from the surface
signals from solid samples were found to vary significantly with the normal (toward the [001] plane). (Smaller beam currents should be
direction of emission from the surface (3, 4). Based upon relatively used with samples sensitive to beam damage.) The resulting Auger
emission (65 eV) was angle-resolved (±0.7°) with the use of
collimating apertures. Energy resolution was accomplished by
The authors are in the Surface Center and Department of Chemistry, University of means of an electrostatic analyzer; the electrons passing through the
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221.
energy analyzer were modulated with an amplitude equivalent to
10 eV at a frequency of 1 kHz, amplified, counted, synchronously
*To whom correspondence should be addressed.

Measurements of the complete angular distribution of
Auger electrons emitted from well-defined platinum[l 1] single-crystal surfaces have led to the discovery
that the distributions are composed of "silhouettes" of
surface atoms "back lit" by emission from atoms deeper in
the solid. Theoretical simulations of Auger electron angular distributions based upon atomic point emitters and
spherical atomic scatterers of uniform cross section are in
close agreement with these experimental results, but
opposite to previous theoretical predictions. In view of
the definitive results obtained and the straightforward
agreement between theory and experiment, angular distribution Auger microscopy (ADAM) is useful for direct
imaging of interfacial structure and investigation of electron-solid interactions in the physical and biological sciences and engineering. Applicability of ADAM is illustrated by images obtained for monolayers of silver and
iodine on platinum[lll].
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detected by means of a lock-in amplifier (22) and digitized, and then
transferred to computer memory (23).
The complete data set for the angular distribution (Fig. 2) was
gathered during a single 2-hour time period. Data were gathered by
scanning the 1 angle of detection from 200 to 1600 for each a
setting, and a was stepped in 10 increments (Fig. 1). The Auger
signal intensity was digitized every 0.1° in 1B, producing 1410 values
per a setting. These 1410 data points were then reduced to 141
points at 10 intervals by boxcar averaging in groups of ten. Thus, the
final angular distribution contained 18,471 data points, one value
per degree in a and P. Data were displayed in real time and also
stored for later examination.
The platinum single crystal we used (24) was oriented by means of
x-ray reflection (Laue) photography (25), cut, polished (26), and
etched with aqua regia. The crystal was then placed in the ultrahigh
vacuum chamber, and all of its faces were simultaneously cleaned by
bombardment with argon ions (27), followed by annealing at
-800°C to produce a highly ordered platinum[lll] (Pt[111])
surface of known spatial orientation. Atoms of the Pt[ l11] surface
are close packed in a hexagonal arrangement. Platinum has a cubic
close-packed structure consisting of these hexagonal layers arranged
in a repeating (ABCABC ...) manner (28). Surface order and
cleanliness were verified by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
(29) and Auger electron spectroscopy (2), respectively. Of course,
the ADAM experiment itself constitutes an independent verification
of cleanliness.
Platinum has numerous Auger transitions ranging in energy from
11 to 78,389 eV (30). Naturally, the strongest transitions give the
best ADAM images. Accordingly, for this study the strong Auger
emission near 65 eV (produced by several overlapping transitions,
particularly 0204,504,5, N704,504,5, and N604,504,5) was chosen
because it provides a low-energy, high-intensity signal, resolvable
from other transitions. Low-energy electrons generally have the
largest scattering cross sections, and therefore afford the best surface
sensitivity and the least complicated results. The kinetic energy
distribution of electrons emanating from Pt[1 11] along the surface
normal is shown in Fig. 1B (top curve). Because the energy
distribution of an Auger process is narrower than that of background, differentiation is commonly used to emphasize the Auger
signals, Fig. 1B. A broad maximum occurs near 40 eV due to
"secondary electrons" produced by various inelastic processes. The
elastic reflection peak is barely visible at the primary energy (1000
eV). The Auger process near 65 eV is visible after differentiation of
the energy spectrum (Fig. 1B, middle curve). Angular distributions
for Pt[1 11] were obtained by tuning to the negative inflection ofthe
differentiated spectrum. Integration of the energy spectrum (Fig.
1B, bottom curve), shows that elastic reflection amounts to only
about 4 percent of the total reflected intensity. Analogously, for an
Auger electron traveling through platinum, only about 4 percent of
the scattering events are elastic, including diffraction. Indeed, this
preponderance of inelastic scattering over elastic scattering and
diffraction is one of the attributes that makes ADAM a potent
method for direct imaging of surface atomic structure.
Angular distribution from a crystalline surface. Shown in Fig.
2 is the experimental angular distribution ofAuger electrons emitted
from a Pt[1 11] surface with a kinetic energy of 65 eV. Regions of
highest intensity appear white; lowest are black (less than 10 percent
offull scale) (Fig. 2A). The contour map (Fig. 2B) may be helpful in
locating the spherical coordinates of the features. Highest intensity
is observed perpendicular to the [111] surface (center of the
distribution, 4) = 00). Other intense features are present along the
0 = 900, 2100, and 3300 directions near 4) = 130 and 310. Less
intense maxima are seen along the 0 = 300, 1500, and 2700 directions. In preparing Fig. 2, we took advantage of the threefold
12 JANUARY 1990

symmetry of the distribution to perform threefold averaging of the
data. Data were not obtainable in a narrow region near 0 = 2700 for
4) greater than 570 because this region was occupied by the incident
beam. Auger intensity steadily decreases and becomes relatively
featureless near the edges of the distribution (4) > 700) because the
distance that the electrons must travel through the solid increases as
grazing angles of emission are approached.
Simulation of angular distribution from platinum [111]. An
immediate consequence of measuring and displaying a complete
angular distribution, Fig. 2, is that the characteristics of the
distribution are readily visualized. The distribution from Pt[1 11] is
recognizable as a hexagonal layer of atomic scatterers back lit by
point sources located below the layer. That is, the data suggest that
the angular distribution is created by Pt atoms behaving as spherical
scatterers illuminated from underneath by other Pt atoms acting as
point sources. The basic geometry of the situation indicates that
emission from the first four Pt[ 111] layers predominates (Fig. 3, A
to D). Since the observed silhouettes do not display nearly uniform
density (Fig. 2), the scatterers are evidently quite uniform from
center to edge. Digital simulations of the angular distribution
consistent with these principles showed best quantitative agreement
between theory and experiment when each individual scatterer was
A

Energy

analyzer

Collimator

.

Electron

multiplier
110

Fig. 1. (A) ADAM angular
distributions are measured
versus the angular coordinates
(a and 13) of the detector.
Auger electron emission is
stimulated by an incident electron beam impinging on the
sample at a fixed angle (110

B
N(E)
N(E
dN(E)

JN(E)dE4%
from the surface plane). An
%
Auger electron traveling along
the selected trajectory (a, 3)
A
0
500
1000
must pass through the angleKinetic energy (eV)
resolving collimator and an
energy-resolving analyzer before being amplified and counted. (B) Kinetic
energy distribution of electrons detected at the Pt[ 111 ] surface normal when
beam of electrons (1000 eV) is incident at 110 from the surface plane. The
count rate of electrons versus energy at a resolution of 10 eV (top curve)
displays a prominent peak at 20 eV, resulting primarily from inelastic
scattering processes, although barely perceptible fluctuations in slope are
present due to Auger processes. A barely noticeable peak at 1000 eV is due
to elastic scattering of the incident electrons. The middle curve is the
derivative of the electron kinetic energy distribution (top curve) with respect
to kinetic energy, which emphasizes the relatively narrow energy distributions due to Auger processes and elastic scattering. The Auger process near
65 eV was used to image Pt[1l1] in this study. The bottom curve results
from integration of the electron kinetic energy distribution (top curve), and
indicates that only about 4 percent of electron reflection is elastic.
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40 percent transparent and had a radius equal to 90 percent of the
atomic radius. For example, Fig. 3B shows the predicted distribution of Auger electrons emitted from Pt atoms in the second layer as
scattered by Pt atoms in the top layer. The flux of Auger electrons is
greatest where the path of emission passes through gaps in the top
layer. Deepest shadows are seen where the trajectory encounters
more than one scatterer, such as near the edge of the distribution.
Figure 3, C and D, shows the distributions expected for emitters
located two and three layers below the scattering layer, respectively.
In the observed angular distribution of Auger electrons from
Pt[1 11] (Fig. 2), all Pt atoms near the surface act as emitters and
scatterers. Accordingly, the simulation multiplies the attenuations
due to each scatterer encountered along the path to the detector (Sj)
by the emission originating from each atom (e'-), and sums the
contributions from all layers (i) of atoms (Eq. 1):

compared with the vibrationless calculation shown in Fig. 3E.
Sharper angular distributions are expected at temperatures approaching absolute zero (33). Vibrational amplitudes of surface
atoms are expected to be about 25 percent larger than those of bulk
atoms (29) and of non-uniform distribution in space, although for
simplicity in our analysis all atoms were assigned identical spherical
amplitudes. The excellent agreement between simulation and experiment is demonstrated in Fig. 5B, which superimposes contour lines
of the experimental data (Fig. 2) onto the simulated color map
shown in Fig. 5A.
The specific emitter-to-scatterer geometric relation giving rise to
the various features (silhouettes) of the experimental distribution
can be recognized by comparing simulations with experimental data
(Fig. 5, C to E). Contours represent calculated Auger intensities
from Fig. 3, B to D, superimposed on the experimental angular
distribution shown in Fig. 2. For example, the Y-shaped bright
I(O, 4) = IESo(O, ) + e'So(0, C)SI(0, 4) + ...
region at the center of the distribution arises from interatomic gaps
N
i-1
in the layer immediately above the emitter (Fig. 5C). Bright spots
= X j=0 o
(1) arranged hexagonally near the center of the distribution (4) = 12°)
are primarily due to emission from the fourth layer followed by
More specifically, I(0, 4)) is the resulting angular distribution of scattering by the top layer (and other such combinations in which
Auger intensity, 0 and 4) are spherical coordinates of the path of the separation is three layers, Fig. 5E). Features located toward the
emission (4) = 0° along the surface normal), e-'1 is proportional to outer edges of the pattern (4) > 45°) are primarily due to 1: 2 and
the intensity of the incident beam as it reaches the it layer (e is the other combinations of adjacent emitters and scatterers for which the
incident beam attenuation factor per layer; e= 1 in the present trajectory encounters more than one scatterer per layer.
ADAM images of surface layers. Usefulness of ADAM for
work) and Sj(O, 4)) describes the scattering cross section for an
emitter-to-scatterer separation of j layers along the path defined by imaging the structure of surface atomic layers is illustrated by results
0 and 4). In our study, 16 Pt[111] layers were included in the obtained for a silver (Ag) monoatomic layer having an overlayer of
simulation on the basis of the finding that the contributions due to iodine (I) atoms, all resting atop the Pt[111] surface described
emitters located in deeper layers had a negligible effect on the above. [Preparation of the layers has been described (33, 34).]
calculated distribution. The theory has a relatively simple form for a Presented here is direct evidence concerning their structure. The
cubic close-packed metal such as Pt (Eq. 1) because all of the atomic angular distribution of Ag Auger electrons (355 eV, primarily the
emitters and scatterers are crystallographically equivalent. The simu- M5N4,5N4,5 and M4N4,5N4,5 transitions) displays the silhouettes of
lated angular distribution, I(H, 4)), from Pt[1 11] is shown in Fig. the overlying I atoms, as expected (Fig. 6A). The dark Y-shaped
3E.
region ofFig. 6A is due to the small Pt signal of opposite sign at 355
The observation that electron scattering probability is virtually eV (primarily N3N7N7). However, the I angular distribution (507
independent of the path through an atom is consistent with the and 518 eV, M5N4,5N4,5 and M4N4,5N4,5 transitions) is essentially
generally accepted theory of electron scattering described by Gry- featureless because I is the outermost layer (Fig. 6B).
That I atoms are located atop some of the Ag atoms is evident
zinski (31): tightly bound electrons have very small cross sections (1
percent) compared with electrons in outer shells (99 percent). In from the round silhouette in the center of Fig. 6A. Hexagonal
other words, the bound electrons scattering Auger electrons with arrangement of neighboring I atoms is apparent from the gaps and
greatest efficiency are most abundant near the perimeter of the shadows nearer the perimeter of the image. A model having these
scatterer. The larger density ofouter-shell electrons near the perime- characteristics appears in Fig. 6C. A simulation of the angular
ter compensates for the corresponding decrease in path length distribution of Ag Auger electrons based upon this model, formulas
through the atom (Fig. 4A). Consequently, the angular distribution analogous to Eq. 1, the same attenuation as for Pt, an I scattering
is determined by the number of scatterers encountered along the radius of 0.80 A and including atomic vibrations of 35 percent of
path to the detector and not simply by the distance traveled through the Ag-I distance is shown in Fig. 7A. Data are compared with
the solid.
theoretical contours in Fig. 7B.
Atomic vibration is expected to affect ADAM experiments, as the
Quantitative use can be made of the ADAM data to obtain
amplitude of thermal vibration is about 9 percent of the atomic interatomic distances and directions. Only simple trigonometry,
radius at room temperature (32), although the simulation depicted prompted by the simulations, is required. For example, the Ar-Ag
in Fig. 3E did not include vibrations. Vibration has been introduced distance in Fig. 7, A and B, is 2.98 ± 0.07 A, compared with 2.88 A
into the simulation by varying the coordinates of the emitters and reported for Ag metal (28). The Ag-I distance is 2.40 + 0.12 A,
compared with 2.80 A in tetrahedral AgI (zinc blende structure)
scatterers, (Eqs. 2 and 3 and Fig. 4B).
(28). Note that the monolayer Ag-Ag distance is about 7 percent
AO = arctan [Ar/(d tan 4))]
(2) greater than the Pt-Pt distance (2.776 A) in Pt metal (28).
Theoretical considerations. Although successfully explaining the
(3)
AO) = arctan [(Ar cos 4)Id]
angular distributions reported here, and conforming to the basic
That is, the effect of thermal vibration is simulated by averaging the principles of electron scattering (31), our simple model contradicts
individual scattering cross sections, Sj(H, 4)), over a small range of the predictions of previous theories for Auger electron angular
angles defined by AO and A4+. Obviously, vibration affects the distribution. Included among the contradicted theories are those
angular distribution most when the emitter and scatterer are closest invoking anisotropic Auger electron emission from individual attogether. A simulation that includes ±9 percent vibrational motion oms, diffraction, or multiple elastic scattering of Auger electrons, the
of emitters and scatterers is shown in Fig. 5A, which can be lensing effect (also termed the searchlight effect or forward scatter-

i 11S>(O,4)
,

i=1
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ing) (5-20, 35), or some combination of these effects. There are
compelling reasons why those explanations did not predict the
observed behavior. First, Auger electron emission from each individual atom is essentially isotropic. This is demonstrated by the
Auger emission from a layer of I atoms atop a Ag monolayer, Fig.
6B: the I Auger angular distribution is essentially featureless. On the
60
I

30

basis of our results, we expect that other elements behave similarly to
iodine in this respect. Second, Auger electrons, unlike photoelectrons (36), are emitted at random times preventing formation of the
plane waves required for efficient diffraction. In particular, the
cross sections for elastic scattering of Auger electrons are very small
and thus contribute very little to the observed angular distribution,
0

30

60

90

Fig. 2. The measured angular distribution ofAuger electrons (65-eV kinetic
energy) emitted from a bare Pt[ lIl] surface displays striking variations in
signal with angle of detection. Bright colors in (A) denote large Auger
signals as indicated by the scale at lower left. Features of the angular
distribution are due to the "silhouettes" of surface atoms located between
emitting atoms and the detector. Each layer of Pt is hexagonally close packed,
and the cubic close-packed structure of Pt places the layers so as to produce
Emitting .Scattering
Layer
Layer

A

the observed threefold symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Data were averaged
with the use of this threefold symmetry. Electrons were not collected at
angles occupied by the incident electron beam (top edge of distribution).
These same angular distribution data are depicted in a contour map (B) and
in a relief map (C). Scales in (B) show spherical coordinates that also apply to
(A), (C), and all other distributions shown.
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Fig. 3. Theoretical angular distributions (layer-by-layer) illustrate how
"silhouettes" result when Auger electrons from atomic point emitters are
scattered by spherical atoms of uniform cross section and radii equal to 90
percent of the interatomic distance. (A) Emitters and scatterers all in the
same layer. (B) Emitters and scatterers in adjacent layers. (The Y-shaped
I2 JANUARY 1990

clear path through the scattering layer has a prominent influence on the
observed distribution, Fig. 2). (C and D) Emitters and scatterers separated
by two and three layers, respectively. (E) This theoretical Pt[111] Auger
electron angular distribution was calculated by considering all Auger emission and scattering events occurring in the outermost 16 atomic layers. It is
dominated by contributions from the top four layers, shown in (A) to (C).
Attenuations due to scattering were multiplied and intensities due to layers
of emitters were added as specified in Eq. 1.
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Fig. 4. (A) Auger electron angular distributions exhibit atomic silhouettes
that are virtually uniform from center to edge. Evidently, the probability that
an Auger electron will be scattered is nearly independent of the trajectory
through the atom. This unifornmity of scattering probability P(xo), versus
distance from the center of the atom, xo, can be understood in terms of an
approximately linear increase in the outer shell electron density, p(y), from
about 40 percent at the center of the atom to 100 percent at the perimeter.
This incrcase in density compensates for the shorter travel, 2yo, nearer the
perimeter. Outer-shell electron density is responsible for nearly all inelastic
scattering of Auger electrons (31). The density function illustated is based
upon the following equations:

(O*)

B

,___D__W

A4

d'

L+..
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P(Xo) = f p(y)dy

where
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Fig.

(A) Theoretcal Pt[I1IJ argular
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amplitudes

The

xpected
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distribution

atomic

temperature (9 percent of the atomic

of uniform vibration of all

atoms

in the first 16

layers

can

be seen by companng (A) with Fig. 3E, which was calculated assuming no
atomic vibration. The extent of agreement between experiment and theory
can be seen in (B), where contour lincs (black) corresponding to the
experimental data shown in Fig. 2 are added to (A). Theoretical contour
lines (green) from Fig. 3, B to D, are compared with the experimental data to
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and r is the radius of the scatterer, which ranges from 60 to 90 percent ofthe
atomic radius. (B) Atomic vibrations are expected to afct measured Auger
electron angular distributions 'and can be simulated by averagng the
influences of small random
, A+ (top) and 4A (bo) in the
theoretical trajectories defined by (0 Ar is the amplie ofthe vibration
(9 percent ofthe Pt-Pt platinum di e; 35 prcent of the Ag- distance).
D is the distance between the emitter and the scatrer; d and w are the
vertical and horizontal comnponets of D, mspectively.
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noted from the data in Fig. 1B. This situation is illustrated in Fig.
7C. Multiple elastic scattering is of course even less probable,
decreasing approximately as (1/25)N. The "searchlight effect" explanation (35) (according to which atoms neighboring the emitter
redirect electrons elastically, focusing them along the internuclear
as

axes) did not predict the observed results, but rather the opposite. In
summary, although the outcomes ofAuger electrons are undoubtedly numerous, our data demonstrate that most Auger electrons

simply undergo inelastic scattering by
path.

atoms

located along their

C

Idshss SIodine
Fig. 6. Measured angular distributions of (A) 355-eV Ag Auger electrons
and (B) 507- and 518-eV I Auger electrons obtained from Ag and I atomic
layers on a Pt[ 111] surface illustrate the usefulness of ADAM for structural
characterization of surface layers deposited epitaxially. Electroplating of Ag
and adsorption of I monolayers is described in (34). Clearly visible at the
center of the Ag Auger distribution (A) is the round silhouette of the
overlying I atom; neighboring I atoms form the surrounding hexagonal
pattern. The location, dimensions, and density of the central silhouette in
(A) indicate that each I atom is located atop an Ag atom, as illustrated in (C).
Note that the I Auger angular distribution (B) is essentially featureless, as
expected since iodine forms the outermost layer. (C) Electroplating of silver

Fig. 7. Theoretical Auger electron angular distribution (A) for a Ag monolayer with I atoms atop,
as shown in Fig. 6C. The theoretical distribution,
shown as contour intervals in (B), predicts the
measured distribution from Fig. 6A. (C) Auger
electron emission from each individual atom is
isotropic, as demonstrated by the data in Fig. 6B.
The features of Auger electron angular distributions, such as Figs. 2 and 6, result primarily from
inelastic scattering by atoms located between
emitting atoms and the detector. The sharpness of
the silhouettes and other basic characteristics of
the distributions reveal that atoms behave as point
emitters of Auger electrons. Scattering probability
is nearly uniform for all trajectories through the
atom, evidently because the outer-shell electrons
(which do most of the scattering) are concentratcd near the perimeter of the atom (see Fig. 4A).
Scattering radii range from 60 to 90 percent of
the corresponding atomic radii. About 60 percent
of the Auger electrons passing through an atom
are scattered inelastically and thus are energy
resolved from the Auger signal. About 36 percent
pass through the atom unaffected, while about 4
percent are scattered elastically and are detected at
other analyzer positions.
12 JANUARY 1990

iodine-pretreated Pt[111] surface (34) produces structures composed of hexagonal monolayers of Ag atoms. Pretreatment of the Pt surface
with iodine (I- or I2) leads to an ordered overlayer of I atoms which remains
strongly attached to the outermost Ag layer during plating. The structure
shown here represents the second offour successive stages of plating: (i) Ag
sub-monolayer; (ii) Ag monolayer, (iii) two Ag monolayers; and (iv) a
crystalline Ag film. ADAM data indicate that the Ag-Ag interatomic
distance is 7 percent larger than the Pt-Pt distance. The I atoms are located
atop one-third of the Ag atoms in the "(V3 x \/3)R300" arrangement
shown. The I-I interatomic distance is 20 percent greater than the van der
Waals radius of dosest approach.
onto an

C

"'-4%
Scatterer

36%

_-_

No loss of energy
Loss of energy

Auger emitter
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Conclusions. Measurements of Auger electron angular distributions from well-defined Pt[1 11] single-crystal surfaces have led to
the discovery that the distributions consist primarily of the silhouettes of near-surface atoms back lit by Auger emission originating
from atoms deeper in the metal. Auger electron angular distribution
schemes based upon anisotropic emission, multiple scattering, diffraction, focusing by neighbor atoms, and other effects are not
required to account for these results. Measurement and display of
the complete angular distribution of Auger electrons has greatly
facilitated recognition of the experimental features. Auger electron
emission (65 eV) observed from a bare Pt[1 11] single-crystal
surface originates primarily from the outermost four to five atomic
layers, and therefore affords optimal surface sensitivity and simplicity. A theoretical simulation ofthis situation based upon emission of
Auger electrons from atomic point sources and scattering by
spherical atoms is in close agreement with experiment. In view of
these developments in theory and experiment, the measurement of
Auger electron angular distributions (ADAM) is expected to be
useful for probing surface structure and electron-solid interactions.
ADAM images of monolayers of Ag and I have demonstrated this
usefulness. Other potential areas of application include: organic
layer structures; molecular conformations; atomic vibrations; mineral, metal, and material interfacial structures; and characterization of
thin-films or epitaxial layers produced by physical, chemical, or
electrochemical procedures.
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